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More than ever, technology is shaping, and being shaped by, public policy. This has an
enormous impact, particularly for marginalized communities. The artificial intelligence
and computer algorithms increasingly driving government and industry decisions—from
the allocation of social services to hiring—are reflecting and reinforcing social biases
towards women, people of color, and disabled people, among others. Global climate
change is having a disproportionately negative impact on low- and middle-income
countries, and on historically disadvantaged communities of color in the United States.
Communities are increasingly concerned they are not benefiting from government
research funding, and that the regulation of emerging technologies is inadequate.

The interconnectedness of technology, policy, and equality raises crucial questions for
scientists, technologists, and leaders in public policy, civil society, and industry. How can
technology be built, implemented, and governed more equitably? How can the concerns
of marginalized communities be integrated better into technology and related policies?
How should community knowledge and concerns be integrated with technical expertise
and scientific evidence in the development of public policies?

This course will center equity and justice in the development and implementation of
technology and science public policies. In particular, we aim to help learners understand
how inequities can become embedded in technology, and associated policies, and how
this can be addressed.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1b7qYaBn08XH6DSJnD0ShlEKNxkpDR-6E/view?usp=share_link
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uyL0kQo-l0nNhRQ8ELT4XHW9iRsxkoUB/view?usp=share_link
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Artificial Intelligence can reflect social biases towards women, people of color, and disabled people, among others. This is a big
problem, especially if it drives government and industry decisions. Explore this issue and how it can be addressed in the “Justice and
Equity in Technology Policy” online course. Enroll now at https://myumi.ch/J8nEx.

Recommended Content: Social Images

Learn how to rethink technology innovation and regulatory policies to maximize equity and justice in the “Justice and Equity in
Technology Policy” online course. Get started at https://myumi.ch/J8nEx.

Recommended Content: Social Images

Does technology really benefit everyone or is it an uneven playing field? Break down the eight myths about technology with University
of Michigan Ford School of Public Policy professor Shobita Parthasarathy in the new “Justice and Equity in Technology Policy” online
course. Learn more at https://myumi.ch/J8nEx.
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